
Rationale for Why Prisons Must Allow Inmates to Use Tarot Cards in Group & Private 

Individual inmates must be allowed to keep and use their own personal Tarot decks. It is Wiccan 
tradition for adherents to use their own deck in spells, to divine, in person and in group practice if desired, 
as described in the book It’s in the Cards by Lady Passion, at: oldenwilde.org. 

As a traditional form of divination – a word that literally means “communication with the Gods” -- 
Tarot cards are a key aspect of Wiccan religious observance. They are a Craft equivalent of Christian divine 
scripture. Traditional Tarot decks such as the Tarot of Marseille and the Minchiate are structured around the 
ancient Cardinal Virtues – Temperance, Justice, Courage, and (in the Minchiate deck) Prudence, originally 
described by the Pagan Greek philosophers Pythagoras and Plato – because the Tarot was historically first 
conceived and has always been used as a means to gain ethical and moral guidance. Witch belief is that the 
Divine gives guidance through a Tarot “reading” in which a question is asked and a series of cards is 
randomly drawn and laid down in a fixed, meaningful pattern. (See It’s in the Cards.) 

The Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act forbids federal funding of any state or 
federal prison that “substantially burdens an exercise of religion”. According to the Oct. 6, 2017 
Memorandum by Atty. General Jeff Sessions re: Federal Law Protections for Religious Liberty, interpreting 
Dept. of Justice guidelines regarding the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA, the basis of 
RLUIPA): "13. A governmental action substantially burdens an exercise of religion under RFRA if it bans an 
aspect of an adherent's religious observance[.]” (For detailed citations, see my initial letter, which is 
reproduced at: oldenwilde.org/prisons.) 

Any claim that Tarot cards are a “security risk” that justifies violating RLUIPA is absurd. Tarot 
cards are simply lightweight pasteboard rectangles, far less dangerous than, say, a heavy bound Bible that 
could be thrown at someone’s head. Tarot decks are never used for gambling, which would be sacrilegious 
and, frankly, impractical because of their complexity. Its images, while vivid and evocative, are far less 
subject to abusive misinterpretation than Christian scriptural passages such as “Thou shalt not suffer a 
witch to live”, Exodus 22:18 (King James Version) -- which is not banned from prison Bibles even though it 
has directly led to countless murders of Wiccans by religious zealots. There is no Tarot card whatsoever that 
commands Witches to kill Christians. 

Most states now allow Wiccan inmates to keep and use personal Tarot decks. Any federal, state, or 
county prison or jail that bans them is vulnerable to a lawsuit under RLUIPA that will lead to loss of all 
federal funding that institution currently receives. For more information, see: oldenwilde.org/prisons.  

Queen Lady Passion, High Priestess, Coven Oldenwilde, Asheville, NC   
 
ENJOY MY BOOKS:  
The Goodly Spellbook: Olde Spells For Modern Problems at: oldenwilde.org/getthegoodlyspellbook — pb 
Rituals & Sabbats: Sacred Rites and Seasonal Celebrations at: oldenwilde.org/getritualsandsabbats— hc 
Candle Magic: Working with Wax, Wick, & Flame at: oldenwilde.org/getcandlemagic — hc 
(these three also via Sterling Publishing Co., Inc., 387 Park Ave S, New York, NY 10016, 1-800-367-9692 or 
sterlingpublishing.com; Barnes and Noble at: bandn.com; walmart.com; target.com; azuregreen.net…) 
Pagan Prisoner Advocate's Guide at: oldenwilde.org/getpaganprisoneradvocatesguide — pb 
 
ENJOY MY printable eBOOKS & CD:  
It’s In the Cards: How to Read Tarot Like a Pro at: oldenwilde.org/itsinthecards  
Simply Savory: Magical & Medieval Recipes at: oldenwilde.org/simplysavory 
Ask-A-Priestess: Magic Answers & Spells From a Real Witch at: oldenwilde.org/askapriestess 
Hypnotic Trance Induction audio CD (astral travel, past life regression) at: oldenworks.org 
 

ENJOY MY REVIEWS, BUY ONLINE: Oldenwilde’s Recommended Books and Tarot at: 
oldenwilde.org/books & oldenwilde.org /tarot 
 
WEBSITES: oldenwilde.org; wiccans.org; oldenworks.org 


